Thank you to Dr. Natalie Williams-Munger! Your guidance during the university's restructuring has made such a difference to our students and to our department. We appreciate your leadership and commitment to our team's well-being and success. We are so lucky to get to work with you!

- Nicki Orser
Sadie Pettit, Jack of IT Trades

Sadie has taken on so many new responsibilities over this past year, interfacing with all constituencies across campus, and has handled it with grace and aplomb. She is a super-responsive superstar, and we're so lucky to have her! Thanks Sadie!

- Aidan Humrich
Hey Emily, just wanted to give you a shout-out to say thanks for being such a positive presence in the office, especially during all the craziness of the past year. Your ability to bring laughter into our work environment has been a life saver and I'm grateful to have the chance to work alongside you!

- Nicki Orser
Athletics
Christien, just wanted to drop a quick note to say a big thank you for being such an awesome office mate! Your positivity and friendly demeanor really make our workspace a better place to be. Not to mention, you're fantastic with the students – your patience and understanding make a world of difference. Thanks for being such a great walking buddy as well as an all-around amazing colleague!

- Nicki Orser
Nigeria Cole

Nigeria, thanks for all of your hard work in the Wine Center. It's been a blast working with you and I wanted to let you know how much I appreciate your positive attitude and sense of humor!

- Nicki Orser
Thank you for your dedication to cleaning and maintaining our buildings. You may think that no one notices your hard work. But we do - each and every day. Keeping our facilities open, healthy and looking great. It is an essential part of our business. Without your hard work we could not operate. Keep up the good work. Thank you so much for all you do.

- Lucia Silva
I'm so grateful to have you as our manager, you have offered guidance every time we need it, with a constant positive attitude, supporting our team, a great motivator leading with respect. Thank you for always listening to our concerns. It constantly inspires and motivates all of us to continue to do great work. Thank you for being such an incredible manager.

- Lucia Silva
Michaela! Thank you so much for always being a listening ear, your kindness, and great ideas! I appreciate you so much!

- Mariah Atkins
Erik Dickson

Erik- thank you for being a wonderful leader and for always being so supportive! There are not enough "thank yous" to express how grateful I am to work with you!

- Mariah Atkins
Jac! You are on of my most favorite people on the face of this Earth. You are kind, hardworking, caring, nurturing, and fun. I am forever grateful to know you and work with you!

- Mariah Atkins
Karen! Thank you for always working so hard and for having a great sense of humor! You are amazing!

- Mariah Atkins
Stephanie, you will not see this message since you work remotely but you are AMAZING and I am so grateful to know you, work with you, and call you a friend! You are so creative!

- Mariah Atkins
Kaitlin Springmier and the Library Team

A big thank you to Kaitlin Springmier and the entire library team for allowing DSS to utilize space in the library to host final exams for our students for the past few semesters. It really makes a difference for DSS student to have a quiet space to take their exams. Much appreciated!

- Michael Eynon

SSU
Loriann is always supportive, and has helped me grow as staff at SSU. Even when she is busy - which is a lot of the time - she makes the time to check in. She also gives me the space to try new things, learn new things, and be involved on campus outside just our own little department.

- Gillian Estes
Molly Mande

Molly is a terrific person to share an office with! She has taught me a lot of cool tricks with Google Sheets, is always helpful, and always willing to act as a sounding board when I need one.

- Gillian Estes
Kellie Douglas

Shout out to Kellie for everything she does for our students as the Confidential Advocate! She took on SAAM and event planning for the first time ever and did a stellar job! Her innovative Field Day as part of SAAM was a stellar event and she did an amazing job co-facilitating Take Back The Night! It was her idea to bring in a yoga component for the event and it was the exact addition the event needed. Way to go Kellie, thank you for all your hard work!

- Courtney Avvampato
For always helping our department and me with friendliness, graciousness, professionalism. You are greatly appreciated! Thank you!

- Karen Leitsch
Mo Phillips

Mo is a dedicated SSU Seawolf! She always goes above and beyond to help our students. Her purpose is to create spirit, community, and tradition at SSU and she does that everyday.

- Tramaine Austin-Dillon
Kindra Kautz

The nicest, most helpful, best boss!

- Natalia Farias Maldonado
Erik Dickson

Thank you Erik for always ALWAYS making every situation easier -- more calm, more fun, more understandable, more mentoring ... just all around BETTER!

- Rachel Carbone
Shout out to Kim Purdy who is ALWAYS there when you need her and has answers for everything! It's great being on your team!

- Rachel Carbone
Shout out to Janet who has jumped in with both feet and is always there when you need her! You're rocking it Janet!

- Rachel Carbone
School of Education
Shout out to Jeff Keating! Thank you for all your expertise and support!
You're even better IRL! ;-)

- Rachel Carbone
Shout out to Jen for her seemingly endless patience in her support of all that I throw her direction!

- Rachel Carbone
Mo Phillips

Thank you Mo for EVERYTHING! You are EVERYWHERE making our students lives that much better! You are truly the heart of Sonoma State!

- Rachel Carbone
The Seawolf Service Center team may be small in number but they are STRONG and MIGHTY as a team! I'm consistently impressed with the sheer volume of things they juggle at once, how well they work in collaboration with each other, all with the lens of supporting the campus. I appreciate their commitment and support of each other and SSU and am proud of the teamwork they display to others as they set a positive example of solution-oriented communication and quality service.

- Elizabeth O'Brien
CPA Staff and Technicians

Thank you so much for another great year of fantastic shows and events! Thank you for your commitment and dedication to our students to help them craft and produce wonderful shows and events! Thank you so very much Theo, Teresa, Jana, Douangta, Brooke and our amazing Tech 1 technicians, Enrique, Jess, Alex, Albert, Carly, and Sherry. The CPA crew is the best!!

- Yave Guzman
Thank you to the entire Athletics staff for your commitment and hard work throughout the year. I appreciate you all!

- Nicole Annaloro
Athletics
Contracts and Procurement and Accounts Payable Staff

I want to send a heartfelt Thank You! and appreciation to the Contracts and Procurement and Accounts Payable staff for all they do for our department, units and the university.

They support so many campus partners daily, with a positive attitude, and I am so grateful to each of you for all you do and continue to do for Sonoma State University and the mission . . . "Bravo!".

- Christopher Dinno
Mo Llanes

Mo assisted me in some heavy lifting and removal of some old equipment when I really just asked him to give me access to a couple classrooms. He stuck around to lend a hand. For anyone who knows Mo this is just his, M-O (see what I did there). Thanks again dude!!!

- Todd Wright
Yonjoong Ryuh

YJ's passion for research, involvement in student events, mentoring, and being a ray of sunshine in our kinesiology is awesome! YJ's commitment rocks, just like a sunflower, and his community service efforts make a real difference. Keep being amazing!

- Poram Choi
Sam Muniz

Sam Muniz is a total standout! Whether it's academics, social life, or personal growth, she's acing it all. In Kinesiology, she's a real gem—dabbling in research, diving into extracurriculars, and leading the charge in community programs like Seawolf Fit. Working with her is a breeze and a blast!

- Poram Choi
Lauren Morimoto, Kinesiology Chair at SSU, is a fantastic leader known for her dedication to justice and strong support for SSU and the AAPI community. She's not only a caring advocate for her students and faculty but also a killer K-pop dancer with a great sense of humor, making her a beloved figure on campus.

- Poram Choi
Dr. Chun's incredible patience and care in teaching. He's not only the go-to tech and engineering guru but also brings loads of fun with his cycling adventures around campus. Plus, he's awesome at getting high school students excited about SSU during National Biomechanics Day. He's truly making a mark and inspiring future scientists in the coolest ways!

- Poram Choi
Thank you for your hard work communicating and collaborating as a team to overcome challenges and achieve goals. This entire team maintains a positive attitude and I am incredibly grateful for your dedication.

- Amanda McGowan
SSU Movers and Troy

The SSU movers came and cleared out three of our offices and replaced all the furniture. We appreciate all their hard work and efforts!!

- University Police
Gabi has been instrumental in some recent printing jobs for the University Police. She helped design our recent trainee manuals and produced some amazing SSU Police stickers.

- University Police

Gabi Chew
All Student Access and Success Leaders and Staff

I would like to say thank you to all the members of the Student Access and Success team. Being a new leader at Sonoma State, all of my team has been truly wonderful and amazing. They welcomed me with open arms and minds, showed patience and understanding, and took the time to help me learn. I am so thankful and appreciative of all their work, dedication, and support.

- Dr. Sarah Ellison
Thank you for everything you do to help support the AP/PO Team. You are a kind, professional person who manages a wide variety of competing demands and you do it well my friend! The AP/PO Team appreciate you everyday!

- The AP/PO Team, Jenifer, Joy, Carrie, Carolyn, Patti, Trudee, Tracie, Nick, Karla and Bryan
The PO Team
Joy Sun, Carolyn Faulconer, Patti Simmons, Trudee Herman and Tracie Schroeder

Thank you all for the amazing work you do everyday! Everything from Bids, Contracts, MOU's Student Placements, International Agreements, IT Related, Purchase Order and Services Order along with anything else that comes are way! I appreciate each of you very much!

- Jenifer Barnett
Thank you so much for being such a great team tackling all the invoices and travel expense reports that come our way. Sitting in on Open Concur Office Hours, Processing Payment Requests for all Business Units, Reviewing ProCard Reports, Offering Support and Guidance to the Campus Community, Sitting up and Maintaining our Vendor Database and Running Pay Cycle. You all do amazing work everyday!

- Jenifer Barnett

The AP Team

Carrie Schmidt, Karla Garcia Lugo, Nick Courter and Bryan Dinno
Thank you so much for all your leadership and support over the past two years. I wouldn't be where I am today without you.

- Taylor Green

Megan Christensen
Seawolves Dig
Thank you to the Financial Aid Office! The 2024-2025 application cycle has not been easy and I appreciate all of your dedication, thoughtfulness and persistence as we continue to maneuver all that is financial aid. I am grateful for our group and the ability to work with all of you.

- Shanon Little

Financial Aid Office
Thank you for making every performance run smoothly with excellent sound, lights, and organization!

- Jacob Yarrow

Green Music Center Tech Team
Thank you for making the Green Music Center audiences happy and keeping them safe. You take great care of them!

- Jacob Yarrow

Andy Cronomiz and Jen Silvera
Green Music Center Admin Team

Caroline, Christina, Becky, Andy, Kris, Jana, Jen and Andy

You all show deep commitment to our mission, audiences, and artists. Thank you for your dedication!

- Jacob Yarrow
Jaime Russel and Ivonne Mejia

Thank you both for all of your support this year. I value being on a collaborative team, especially when I can learn from my teammates. And I have learned a lot this year from both of your about new ways to approach, organize, and communicate large scale projects. Your time, support, and insights are truly appreciated.

- Jenn Lillig
Ricky Calderon, Loriann Negri, Maddie Person, Karoline Gaitan

Jump Start Team: Awesome job for Fall 2023's first round of Jump Start. Looking forward to our partnership for Jump Start 2.0!

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you for your thoroughness and thoughtfulness when it comes to producing a University Catalog that is student friendly and helpful for our SSU community.

As the parent of a college student, I now see it on a whole new level!

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you for all of your work, often behind the scenes, to make sure that the faculty, staff, and students of your current schools have everything they need to smoothly transition to the College structure. I see you.

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you for all of your work with our first year of pre-enrollment and your continued attention to detail with the ARR. Your work not only supports our students in a smooth progression towards graduation but also helps faculty to more easily monitor and revise their curriculum.

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you Faculty Fellows for your work this year. Your peer support of faculty and willingness to explore new things has allowed us to expand our support of faculty and student success in the classroom. It has been a pleasure to work with you.

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you for your strong leadership and support for another year. I continue to learn from you every day.

- Jenn Lillig
Thank you for all you do to nurture and mentor the Writing Center tutors. I know they value you and the time you spend with them, and it’s lovely to see those connections grow.

- Loriann Negri
Thank you so much for all your wonderful coordination of CCE events and programming. We also appreciate the work you do supporting our student employees, both in their professional work and their personal success. You are a strong advocate for students on campus - and I appreciate it.

- Loriann Negri
I am AMAZED at the amount of work (and quality of that work!) that you do. You inspire me and I have learned a lot from your leadership. Plus: your chat messages and gifs brighten my day and help me laugh away the stress for a minute.

- Loriann Negri
Thank you for always trying to answer my questions and helping me with the various random (and sometimes obscure) problems that I bring to you!

- Loriann Negri
I always appreciate your kind smile when we pass in the hall and your genuine interest in how I’m doing. Your thoughtfulness is appreciated.

- Loriann Negri
Molly Mande

Data guru and all around technology software wizard! Thank you for all the deep thinking you do to improve LARC services, and all the care you give to our student staff. I appreciate you so much!

- Loriann Negri
Gillian Estes

LARC wouldn’t be the same without your care, dedication and attention to detail! There are so many accolades that I could list here: your beautiful flyers and marketing designs, your event planning, your willingness to always jump in and help, your multitasking mastery, and, of course, your thoughtfulness to all those around you. Thank you!!

- Loriann Negri
Michael Balasek

I so appreciate brainstorming and collaborating with you and your team. You always have smart ideas! And it's very clear that you care deeply about students and their success on this campus. Thank you!

- Loriann Negri
Caroline Banuelos

Thank you for all your amazing skills of coordination! I appreciate all you do to connect the community with faculty and students at SSU. I especially appreciate your diligence and hard work when it comes to challenges. Thank you so much for all you do in CCE!!

- Loriann Negri
Thank you for all your support, guidance, and trust in my abilities. Your leadership and unwavering support makes our team thrive (and our meetings actually enjoyable!). Thank you for always leading by example and for your dedication to the success of our students, staff, and faculty. I appreciate you sooo much!!

- Loriann Negri
Thank you for your collegial support and patience with me as I learned new processes this year. There is so much that you do for so many people and units on this campus, and I appreciate that it’s a big lift. You’re Amazing!

- Loriann Negri
Ricky Calderon

A huge shoutout for being an outstanding collaborator and champion of peer mentorship! Thank you for all that you do for students, faculty and our wonderful student employees.

- Loriann Negri
I am so grateful to Jeanne Jenae and our SSU employee wellness community. Thank you to everyone who shows up on their mat and inspires me everyday. You make a difference everyday at SSU!

- Kim Purdy
Thank you ladies for always being there to help!
I couldn't do my job with you all!

- Evan MacKay
Mike Konzak and Bryan Mischke

ASC team members taking care of oversized artifacts.

- Anthropological Studies Center
My deepest gratitude to the faculty of Sonoma State University, encompassing part-time and full-time instructors, lecturers, and tenure-track professors. This past year has shown your enormous dedication to our students while working collaboratively through the change process of reorganization. Your commitment has been evident in every facet of your work, showcasing the profound impact you have on our academic community. I sincerely appreciate your tireless efforts and commend you for your exceptional role as teacher-scholars.

- Provost Karen Moranski
SSU Staff and Administrators

A heartfelt thank you to all the dedicated staff and administrators throughout Sonoma State University who always strive to ensure our students receive the highest quality education possible. Your unwavering dedication and hard work are deeply appreciated. I am truly grateful for your commitment to our students' success. Thank you!

- Provost Karen Moranski
To the staff within the Division of Academic Affairs, thank you. You consistently demonstrate exceptional dedication in providing crucial academic support to our students and faculty. The impact of your work makes a tremendous difference in the experience of so many students. Your hard work and commitment make a difference every single day.

- Provost Karen Moranski
Culinary, Facilities and CES

Thank you for supporting the numerous events we put on each year. We appreciate your collaboration and support.

- University Advancement
Thank you for your hard work and professionalism! Y'all make work fun and I'm so appreciative of everything you do for our department, division and SSU!

- Tiffany O'Neil
The Division of Student Affairs

Shout of to our colleagues in Student Affairs for their collaboration throughout the year! Thank you for all you do!

- Alumni Relations and University Engagement Team
Thanks to Julie Shell for many things including her wonderfully reliable commitment to data-informed decision making on our Summer Stateside project!

- Stacey Bosick
Kudos to Hope Ortiz for her commitment to supporting ALL students in their study away dreams!

- Stacey Bosick
OMG Nina Bardwell-Chanthalangs - endless thanks for your thoughtful, professional communications. I'd trust you with anything.

- Stacey Bosick
Megan Kane

Megan, you're brilliant and I'm so grateful to have you taking Grad Studies to the next level!

- Stacey Bosick
Katie Musick

You are one of a kind. You combine your top-notch analytical skills with a deep care for our students. Thank you, thank you.

- Stacey Bosick
Thanks to all staff in the Provost's suite for your antics!

- Stacey Bosick
Academic Programs Team

Thanks to the Academic Programs team for a terrific day of service at Redwood Food Bank!

- Stacey Bosick
Twinning with Dennis!
Dennis, you're irreplaceable.

- Stacey Bosick
We would like to express my gratitude to the exceptional UA team that consistently exceeds expectations in their support of Sonoma State University and its students. Your unwavering dedication and positive attitude are truly commendable. Your presence is crucial as SSU enters a period of growth and opportunity. Each member of the team serves as a shining example of teamwork and inclusivity.

You all Rock!

- Mario, Ian, Tiffany and Adam
UA Leadership
I want to express my deepest gratitude to Tiffany, Carly, Amy, and Casey for their exceptional dedication and hard work in driving the advancement division forward. The incredible achievements in Alumni work, Annual Giving, Donor Engagement, and Stewardship that you have all contributed to are truly remarkable. Your continued commitment to excellence is inspiring and invaluable to the success of our division.

Thank you for all that you do!

- Mario A. Perez
SSU Foundation

We would like to express our heartfelt appreciation to the dedicated members of the SSU Foundation Board for their ongoing support and unwavering commitment to Sonoma State University. Their tireless efforts and generous contributions have played a vital role in advancing our mission of providing exceptional education and opportunities for our students. We are truly grateful for their dedication and leadership, which have helped to shape the future of our institution and ensure its continued success.

Thank you for all that you do for SSU.

- Mario, Ian and Alicia
Our advancement services team, consisting of Ian, Laurie, Alicia, Whitney, and Sara, plays a crucial role as the structural backbone of UA. Thank you for being champions of structure and process, working tirelessly to enhance the university and provide exceptional service to our institution and its students. Your hard work is truly valued and appreciated!

Thank you for all that you do for SSU.

- Mario A. Perez
Seawolves Dig
Thank you to the development team consisting of Adam, Mark, Charlene, Lannie, and Katherine for their tireless efforts in cultivating connections with our alumni, donors, friends, and corporate partners. Your efforts play a vital role in the growth and success of SSU. The Development Team's success in securing significant funding to enrich the programs at SSU has not gone unnoticed and is greatly valued. I appreciate your ongoing dedication and hard work.

Thank you for all that you do for SSU.

- Mario A. Perez

University Development
UA Students and Ambassadors

Join us in thanking our University Advancement student workers and ambassadors! Your hard work and dedication have made a significant impact on our team. We truly appreciate each and every one of you for being shining examples of the greatness within our SSU students.

You all Rock!

- Mario, Ian, Tiffany and Adam
UA Leadership
University Advancement would like to express our gratitude to the University community for their exceptional collaboration. Our achievements are made possible through the collegiality and support of all departments on campus.

- University Advancement
Alumni Board

We would like to express our heartfelt appreciation to the dedicated members of the SSU Alumni Board for their unwavering commitment to Sonoma State University and its students. Their tireless efforts supporting events, creating engagement opportunities and advocacy have played a vital role in advancing our mission. We are truly grateful for their dedication and leadership and passion.

Thank you for all that you do for SSU.

- Mario A. Perez
Janet Durkin, Sandy Destiny, Brittany Eldred and Krista Sherer

Shout out to the Strategic Communications Team - for ramping up news and social media content, designing creative collateral across the university, updating the SSU website, creating a comprehensive campus video, and producing the first Insights magazine since 2020!

- Jeffery S. Keating
I appreciate you all day everyday! A standout artist whose creativity beautifully flows into your work, I am better because of what you do. Thank you for always bringing your A game!!

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
Thank you and your team for all you do to keep our community safe. So glad you said “yes” to the offer to come to SSU -your new family. You are making a tremendous difference here. It’s an honor to work with you!

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
Thank you and the entire StratComm team for all you do for our SSU family. Your exceptional work is noted and appreciated. I look forward to working with you in raising the bar even higher!!

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
I very much appreciate all you do everyday to make the President’s Office welcoming and inclusive. Thank you for your expertise, your commitment, and dedication to SSU. Know that you are valued, everyday.

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
Many, Many Thanks for all your “behind the scenes” work that is both critical and impactful. SSU is a better place because of your consequential contributions.

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
You continue to make a huge difference in the lives of students and others at SSU. You care deeply about those around you and we admire and love you for it. You make work fun for everyone around you. Thank you for many years of excellence and dedication.

- Jerlena Griffin-Desta
Facilities Management Personnel

A huge Thanks to FM personnel from Maintenance, Electric and Landscaping shops - who all pitched in, to complete the Monument sign on Laurel Drive at the Petaluma Hill Entry.

In order left to Right - Kenny Russum, David Hudkins, Dan Kizirian, Noah Fell, LJ Rader, Bryan Carter and Keith Tucker.

- Mark Utarid
Thank you Ricky, Rosemary, Monica, Jacque, and Lindsay for making an impact on and moving OPHD in the right direction!

- Julie Vivas
Shout out to the members of SMART Outreach and Education Committee - Monica, Mo, Kellie, Courtney, Jacque, Mimi, Chelsea, Matthew, Abbie, Chaka, and Shelby. Together we have created over 90 prevention educational opportunities this year and helped prevent sexual misconduct!

- Julie Vivas
Bianca Delgado

Bianca, thank you for joining the HUB team this year. I appreciate all you have contributed and I look forward to working with you in the future.

- Tramaine Austin-Dillon
Chandra Holte, thank you for all that you and your team does to support and keep university HR functions running smoothly. Truly, ya’ll rock!

- Gerald Jones
Addy, Anna, Alyssa, Cora and Olivia, thanks for your can-do-attitudes and for always greeting folks who come to the 2nd floor suite of Salazar with a smile.

We are so lucky to have you on our team!

- Chandra Holte
Thanks for displaying patience when our office comes to you asking for help with tech issues that we inevitably can only describe in non-technical ways.

- Chandra Holte
Thanks for always being a great partner to support the gazillions of campus events – Human Resources (and campus) has "Scoops of Gratitude" for your team!

- Chandra Holte
Erin Rock and Kimmy Lillo

Thanks for all the many ways you partner with units across campus to help them to navigate workforce related matters, appreciate you both greatly!

- Chandra Holte
Kelsey Moss

Kelsey, thanks for your leadership to update the signage and artwork throughout Salazar – it looks great!

- Chandra Holte
Aremi, thank you for your great support in helping units across campus get their student employees processed and set up in the system!

- Chandra Holte
Noelle, thanks for all the many ways you help support the learning and development activities for campus.

- Chandra Holte
Erykah, Melanie, Paige, Heather and Trisha, on behalf of campus, thanks for your proactivity and diligence in knocking out all the retroactive salary programs to get folks the increases that were negotiated.

- Chandra Holte
Joseph Wright

Your expertise (aka magic) with data has been instrumental! We appreciate your hard work!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Your continued passion to support our students - keeping them entertained, safe, educated, and feeling like family is second to none!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
We are so happy to have our Seawolf Athletes, Coaches, Trainers, and the whole team join us in the Division of Student Affairs! Go Seawolves!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you for ensuring our students have the food security they need and doing it with such grace, dignity and care!

- Dr. Gerald Jones

Lobo’s Pantry
Thank you for all that you do in helping our students find their voices in support of their fellow students.

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you for your strong advocacy for our student survivors! Your support and passion are second to none! You are appreciated!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Student Health Center (SHC)

We appreciate you!!
Thank you for making sure students stay healthy and thrive!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
CAPS Team

CAPS Team, you are so very appreciated! We see you carrying the weight of our students on your shoulders! There aren’t enough words to express our gratitude!! THANK YOU!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Campus Rec is where to be! Thank you all for your hard work, your enthusiasm for the students and your commitment to fitness and teaching our students how to live well!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Student Involvement

Mo and team, thank you for all your efforts in connecting students to the campus, helping create a sense of belonging and making all students feel a part of the Seawolf family and community. It’s a GREAT day to be a Seawolf!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
I cannot say enough about the REACH for all that you do 24/7. Your hard work, commitment, and long hours in support of our students is remarkable.

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Ben Ellis

The thought and care you demonstrate in supporting our students through the conduct process is greatly appreciated.

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you Edie Brown for making sure our students have their basic needs met. Salute!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Becky, a hearty thanks for your service in preparing our students for now and later! And your career fairs are always topnotch!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Making the college-going dreams a reality for our low-income, first-generation college students and their families throughout Sonoma, Napa, Lake, and Mendocino Counties is because of our awesome Pre-Collegiate Programs staff - Academic Talent Search, Upward Bound, and Upward Bound Math and Science projects!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Alvin and Team, you are in the right place at the right time and making great things happen with our student retention - thank you!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Learning how to select the right classes and which course fits what area is made a whole lot easier because of our awesome Advising team! Cheers!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
TRIO SSS

TRIO SSS U4S and MAP staff, you rock!
Thanks for helping our students achieve academic success!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Alvin and Tramaine, thank you for teaching, guiding, supporting, and leading the students of the Male Success Initiative. Salute!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you Yvonne for supporting our military-affiliated students. The pride you show in your work shows in the lives of those students!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Big shout out to the entire DSS team for all that you do to make sure our DSS students accessibility needs are met. The humility in which you do your job is greatly appreciated and WE SEE YOU!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you Shelly Gomez and Stacie Rodriguez-Fitch supporting our Seawolf Scholars! It’s so great to have your join the team!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you Alma for leading our DREAM center with passion and unwavering commitment to our DREAM Center students!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Thank you EOP team for the way you show up to help connect the dots to ensure our EOP students have the knowledge, support, and resources to thrive at Sonoma State!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Anna, it goes without saying, I appreciate all that you do to keep us fiscally on track but also being a thought partner. Salute!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Rachel Carbone

Rachel, thank you, thank you, thank you for all that you do to keep our office running smoothly. And another thank you for all the thoughtful support you provide me.

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Dr. Sarah Ellison

Sarah, you’ve been such a wonderful addition to both DSA and the executive leadership team. Onward!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Dr. Laura Williams

Laura, we’re so glad to have you back leading our Student Health Center and Counseling and Psychological Services!

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Erik, thank you for serving in two different capacities while always ensuring the best outcomes for all of our students.

- Dr. Gerald Jones

Erik Dickson
Ryan, I appreciate your willingness to take on different tasks and see them through at a high level.

- Dr. Gerald Jones
Dr. Nicole Annaloro

Nicole, thank you so much for your leadership and commitment to serve our student athletes.

- Dr. Gerald Jones